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Introduction

1. INTRODUCTION
1.1

Background

Consistent with law, the U.S. Department of Education (the Department) provides Schools the
opportunity to file challenges, adjustments and appeals to their published Draft and Official
Cohort Default Rates (CDR). The Electronic Cohort Default Rate Appeals (eCDR Appeals)
system is a Web-based application that facilitates the exchange of information between parties
for four of the challenge/appeal processes:
•
•
•
•

Incorrect Data Challenge (IDC)
Uncorrected Data Adjustments (UDA)
New Data Adjustments (NDA)
Loan Servicing Appeals (LSA)

In 2015, the Department completed an upgrade of the technical components of the eCDR
Appeals, resulting in usability enhancements and improved screen layouts. The purpose of the
“What’s New with eCDR Appeals” (What’s New) user guide is to summarize these changes in a
single location.
Because the essential functions and processes for IDC, UDA, NDA and LSA cases have not
changed, and the existing eCDR Appeals user guides remain accurate in this respect, the
Department decided not to rework the existing user guides at this time. At some future date, the
Department may rewrite the eCDR Appeals user guides by replacing screenshots, editing various
sections, and possibly restructuring the guides.

1.2

User Guide Structure

The What’s New guide offers a brief description of the effects of the upgrade:
Section 2: Menus and Navigation
Section 3: Usability Enhancements
Section 4: Page Contents Changes
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2. MENUS AND NAVIGATION
2.1

Login & Perspective

Login is still provided by Federal Student Aid’s Access and Identity Management System
(AIMS) and hasn’t changed. If you represent multiple organizations, you will still be required to
select the organization you want to work with (known in eCDR Appeals as a “perspective”).

2.2

Menus

Once you are logged in to the eCDR Appeals system, you will be able to navigate to the various
sections of the website using the top navigation menu.
Under the upgrade, as depicted below, each submenu presents vertically as a pull down of
options to select from, rather than horizontally.
Figure 2-1: Cases’ Submenu as Vertical Pull Down

Additionally, as depicted below, the Help and Logout options have moved to the very top of the
screen.
Figure 2-2: Help and Logout Options Moved to Top of Screen

By comparison, the old navigational menus are as shown below.
Figure 2-3: Old Navigational Menus as Seen by a School User
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3. USABILITY ENHANCEMENTS
3.1

Browser Version

The enhancements discussed under the present section work best when using recent versions of
most browsers. In particular, if using Windows Internet Explorer (IE), you must use IE9 or a
later version for the enhanced capabilities to work correctly.

3.2

Table Sort & Filter Options

Several screens include tables that may grow rather large. eCDR Appeals now offers an option
to sort tables, and has enhanced the ability to readily filter a table’s contents.
Each column that can be sorted exhibits the following icon:
Figure 3-1: Sort Icon

Each column that can be filtered by typing a partial or full value for the item you are looking for
includes an editable blank field:
Figure 3-2: Editable Filter Field

And where a value can be selected from a pull down menu, the following icon is present.
Clicking on the down arrow will display the valid values you can select from.
Figure 3-3: Menu to Select a Valid Value for the Field

Sorting and Filtering Adjustments within a Case
For example, a School User can view the adjustments within a case as illustrated below.
Filters can be reset at any time, again displaying the entire list of adjustments.
Figure 3-4: Adjustments Table Showing Sort and Filter Functions
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By comparison, the old Adjustments section of the Case Details page was as shown below.
Figure 3-5: Old Adjustments Section of Case Details Page, Showing Search Functions

Sorting and Filtering Report Contents
The contents of many reports can be sorted and filtered. Using a School’s Current Status
Reports Page as an example below you can see the columns that can be sorted and filtered.
Figure 3-6: Current Status Report Showing Filter and Sort Functions

By comparison, as depicted below, reports’ contents could not previously be sorted.
Figure 3-7: Old Report Contents Neither Sortable Nor Filterable
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Sorting and Filtering Current or Past Cases
Sorting and filtering current or past cases can be particularly helpful for Data Managers (DM)
and Federal Student Aid (FSA). The columns for which a user can apply sort or filter will vary.
For example, School Name is not a sortable value for the school since a school only sees its own
cases. A DM on the other hand can sort and filter on School Name because they see all cases
they are involved in.
The composite picture below shows a table of current cases for a school, for a DM and for FSA.
All users can sort and filter by Case ID, by Case Type and by Status. The DM and FSA Users
can also sort and filter by OPEID and School Name. And FSA can sort and filter by personnel
assigned to each case.
Figure 3-8: Current Cases Table - School, DM and FSA Views of Sort and Filter Functions

By comparison, the old ability to search cases was as pictured below:
Figure 3-9: Old Current Cases Page's Search Function
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Usability Enhancements

Date Data Entry

When developing a case, the School User must frequently enter dates. Similarly, when
responding to a case, the DM and FSA Users might need to enter dates as well.
Every editable date field is accompanied by a small calendar icon.
Figure 3-10: Calendar Icon

As depicted below, in addition to typing in the date (MM/DD/YYYY), the user can now pick a
date from a calendar pop-up function. Clicking on the calendar icon (1) opens up a calendar,
initially displaying the current month with today’s date bolded. The user can navigate (2) to a
particular month and year as well as scroll back and forward through the months. When on the
month of interest, the user clicks on the date of choice (3) to select it.
Figure 3-11: Details of the Date Selection Function

By comparison, under the old system, the only option was for the user to type the date in the date
field, as shown below.
Figure 3-12: Old Date Entry Fields

3.4

Expand/Collapse Screen Section

The case details and adjustments pages include many sections. When working on a particular
area, other sections can be distracting. It is now possible to collapse sections, and re-expand
them at any time.
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At the right of each section heading, you will find a + (plus) or – (minus) sign that denotes
whether the section is collapsed and can be expanded, respectively is expanded and can be
collapsed.
Figure 3-13: Plus and Minus Signs Indicate Section Can be Respectively Expanded or Collapsed

In the example below, the Comments section has been collapsed, while the Supporting
Documents is expanded. Simply click on the + sign to see more, and on the – sign to see less.
Figure 3-14: Illustration of Collapsed Comments and Expanded Supporting Documents Sections

By comparison, all sections of a page were always fully expanded under the old system.

3.5

Viewing Reports

When using the Reports section of the eCDR Appeals, the page starts with a listing of all reports
available to the user based on their role, such as illustrated below with the list of Current Status
Reports available to an FSA User.
Figure 3-15: Current Status Reports Page Showing Available Reports
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Each report title can be expanded to display the report’s contents by clicking on the + (plus) sign
at the right of the report title. Once the report is expanded, there is a – (minus) sign at the right
of the report title. Clicking on the – sign will collapse the section to again only display the
report’s title.
Some reports offer the sort and filter options described under Section 3.2 above. Filtering is
removed by blanking out all filter fields.
Some reports also offer the ability to export the report’s contents to a spreadsheet. A small
spreadsheet icon displays at the top right of the report. Clicking on it will initiate the export and
enable you to select a location on your local computer to save the report.
For example, as we see in our example below, a DM has expanded two of the reports available to
them. Each report offers the ability to sort and filter on pertinent fields, as well as the option to
export the report’s contents to a spreadsheet. In our example, there is only one entry in each
report, making sorting and filtering unnecessary. When a report is lengthy, the ability to limit
the entries that display on the report is valuable.
Figure 3-16: Current Status Reports Showing Sort/Filter and Export Options

.
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4. PAGE CONTENTS CHANGES
Screens and pages are largely laid out as they were previously. Some unused fields have been
removed, and there a very minor terminology difference on the Case Details Page. They are
highlighted below.

4.1

Unused Fields Removed

Most notable is the Case Information section of the Case Details Page. Several fields were never
used, and have been removed from the display. They include Cohort Default Rate, New Official
Percentage, Old Official Percentage, Program Type, Appeal Outcome, Appeal Sanction and New
Numerator/Denominator. The OPEID and School’s Name now display immediately below the
Case Details title for the page.
The OPE ID / School Name and the new Case Information section are as illustrated below.
Figure 4-1: Case Details Page School and Case Information

By comparison, under the old system, the Case Information section displayed all unused fields,
as illustrated below.
Figure 4-2: Old Case Information Section
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4.2

Page Contents Changes

Minor Terminology Change

On the Case Details Page, the first section pertains to the processing actions that can be taken
with the case. This section strictly focuses on actions whereby the case as a whole can (or
cannot) move to another stage in the workflow. The section is now named “Workflow Actions,”
as depicted below.
Figure 4-3: Case Details Page Showing Workflow Actions Section

By comparison, the section was previously named “Case Processing Actions.” Examples are
provided below.
Figure 4-4: Old Case Details Page Showing Case Processing Actions Section

The purpose of the section has not changed, only its title on the screen.
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